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In the analysis of a large corpus of multi-interpretable lexical and phonological data, occasional small errors of judgment are, of course, almost impossible to avoid and, if they occur, they will not necessarily invalidate one's research results in their main outline. In the study under investigation, however, there is cause for more serious concern because the number of errors has reached a critical mass, and the situation is exacerbated by the author's failure to make proper use of previous works on MLG phonological history that have been published since Dempwolff (1937) .
attached to it: inùm-ină. But in fact, the rule determining which consonant appears before suffixes is much less random. A whole line of linguists has looked into the issue, from van der Tuuk (1865) onwards, and the issue found its most comprehensive treatment in Mahdi (1988) , allegedly one of Wolff's main sources. Mahdi (1988:241-62) shows that the nature of these consonants is determined by a complex combination of phonotactic and historical factors. 5 Wolff's ignorance of the existing literature is not limited to Malagasy linguistics but also concerns recent interdisciplinary work dealing with the settlement history of Madagascar (see section 7).
In my evaluation, I will not be commenting on the PAN phonological system and etymologies proposed by Wolff, as this has already been done by others (Blust 2011, Mahdi forthcoming) . I will only allow myself to make a few brief comments. Wolff's identification of Dempwolff's *g' and *g as one and the same protophoneme has very little explanatory value from the perspective of MLG phonological history, yielding the unlikely combination of reflexes of h in initial position, r intervocalically, and -tră in word-final position. Furthermore, Wolff's ideal of a maximally balanced and harmonious PAN phonology is unnatural from a general phonological point of view, and it certainly does not find much support in MLG phonological history. Finally, in demonstrating how individual languages derive from his version of PAN phonology, Wolff has to make use of an alarming number of ad hoc explanations. Using the notion of "contamination" to explain some unexpected sound changes is putting a particularly heavy strain on the principle of regular sound correspondences.
In the following sections, I will deal with various aspects of Wolff's approach. They include the development of final open syllables (section 2), the spirantization and fricativization of stops and semivowels (section 3), the origins of the retroflex affricate tr (section 4), the reduction of *-ŋk-clusters (section 5), and Wolff's interpretation of the development of PAN *s (or *c in Wolff's notation) (section 6). I address Bantu contact influence in section 7. Wolff does not consider this influence a major factor in the phonological history of MLG. He makes this explicit in a section specifically dealing with "Bantu influence on Malagasy" (2010:464-66) , but it also appears in his treatment of various phonological phenomena, including most of those dealt with in the various sections of this paper. I assess some of Wolff's MLG etymologies in section 8 and end with concluding remarks in section 9.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF MALAGASY FINAL OPEN SYLLABLES.
Wolff does not believe that Bantu influence had much to do with the development of MLG vocalic endings. According to him, such endings developed independently in many 5. For instance, -tră usually becomes -r-before a suffix, as in lavitră 'far' vs. ha-lavir-ană 'distance, remoteness'. However, it may become -t-if descending from a historical *t, as in uzatră 'muscle' vs. uzat-ină 'muscular' (cf. PAN *uRaC 'tendon, muscle'), and it becomes -t-as a rule at the end of a root that already has an -r-in it, as in haratră 'shaving', fi-haratră 'a razor', harat-ană 'to be shaved'. There are also a few words in which -tră alternates with -f-(< *-b, *-p), as well as other irregular cases; see 2.1. Comparable factors play a role in the appearance of final consonants before a suffix after -kă, -nă, and (in case a final consonant has disappeared) -Ø, although the exact rules vary in each instance and have become rather weak in the case of -nă.
of the world's languages, including languages in eastern Indonesia and Oceania. While that may be the case, it does not explain much in relation to MLG. The latter did not originate in eastern Indonesia or Oceania but in Borneo, a vast island with an enormous variety of languages, none of which has developed vocalic endings. One also recalls that MLG, the only SEB language that does have such endings, has been spoken for at least thirteen hundred years in the East African coastal region, where the neighboring languages do have vocalic endings. These languages are Kiswahili and the Comorian languages (Shingazidja, Shimaore, Shimwali, and Shindzuani), which all belong to the Sabaki branch of North East Coast Bantu. Given such a specific historical and geographic context, Wolff's arguments against Bantu influence on the development of vocalic endings are not as straightforward as they may seem from a sheer typological perspective.
WOLFF'S ANALYSIS.
According to Wolff, the process leading to the development of vocalic endings was set in motion as a result of word stress moving away from final syllables in those cases where it was on the final syllable. This was followed by final consonant attrition, which happened in two stages. In stage I, final nasals and final *l merged as [n], *d and *t merged as [t] , labials merged with *k (presumably to [k] ), and *h, *q, and *s were lost entirely. In stage II, the resulting final consonants were lost entirely, leaving a word structure with open final syllables. Stage I happened in all MLG dialects; stage II happened in only some of the dialects, including the precursor of the MRN dialect on which standard MLG is based. After stages I and II, the dialects that did retain final consonants influenced those that had lost them, such that the latter reintroduced final consonants. They also added paragogic vowels in order to maintain an open final syllable structure. This scenario is a radical departure from previous analyses. It is also unnecessarily complicated, and there is very little evidence to support it. Why hypothesize a historical stage in which all consonants in word-final position have "gone walkabout" if today there is no MLG dialect testifying to such a state of affairs? And why postulate an unspecified source dialect from which final consonants were reintroduced into MRN (and apparently in other dialects that supposedly lost all final consonants)? This is an enormous speculative detour, instead of simply assuming that the MLG dialects never lost all their original final consonants. Wolff's reason is that in this way he can explain the alleged occurrence of (i) words that failed to reintroduce these final consonants, (ii) doublet words, one of which reintroduced a final consonant (+ paragogic vowel) whereas the other never did, and (iii) words with an unexpected final consonant as a result of speakers' incorrect reanalysis. In general, such irregularities often occur if certain phonological features were originally lost and then reintroduced via a conservative dialect. But in the present case, they are perceived irregularities mainly based on a wrong assessment of the overall phonological history of MLG.
Final consonant loss in MLG is much more contained and regular than appears from Wolff's analysis. It only concerns final nasals, not *-t or *-k. There is a tendency to lose final nasals in all MLG dialects. Some dialects have lost all final nasals, others have lost final nasals in some words but not in others. Merina is probably least affected, although it occasionally also lost final nasals; the ones it retained have merged as -nă. This tendency to lose final nasals explains Wolff's instance of *ipən > ìfy 'tooth', and the occurrence of doublets with and without final nasal in *baŋkuwaŋ > vakùa, vakùană 'Pandanus sp.'. It does not apply to Wolff's third instance, *dałum > rànu 'water', simply because the final nasal loss here had already occurred at the Proto-SEB stage: Maanyan (MNY) and other SEB languages have ranu or ranu' (Hudson 1967 , Dahl 1977 , Mahdi 1988 . The pattern of final nasal loss is shown in .
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According to Wolff (2010:452) , "the Sakalava dialect 7 of western Madagascar shows reflexes of a large number of forms ending in PAN stop consonants that never developed 6. Recall that language abbreviations may be found in the appendix. Relevant page numbers in Ferrand (1904) are added in parentheses after the Old Taimoro examples in tables 1 and 2. 7. More specifically SSK (see also the appendix). Dahl (1983:36) .
vourou neck *wuyuŋ - † † Among the East Barito languages, MNY, Samihim, Taboyan, Dusun Deyah, and Dusun Malang have diuŋ, and Lawangan has biuŋ, all meaning 'neck'. MLG vùzună agrees with Lawangan biuŋ: the penultimate u in MLG is the result of regressive assimilation from *i to u: *biuŋ > *wiyuŋ > *wuyuŋ > vùzună. This regressive assimilation is very frequent in MLG: cf. *qijuSun 'nose' > ùrună; *tiduR 'sleep' > tùru; *qali-mukən 'pigeon' > MLG dumùhină; *talikuj 'back' > Old Taimoro talutuku (Ferrand 1906:91) ; *liuR 'moisture' > rù 'bouillon, broth'; MAL tumit 'heel' > tùmutra. In some cases, vowel metathesis applies instead, as in the following (Wolff 2010:458) : *ikuR 'tail' > ùhi; *qaɫinu 'shadow' > ùnină 'shape or appearance of s.t.'; *tiduR > ma-tùri 'to sleep' (a variant form of tùru presented above). 'leech'. 9 This form is recorded in Richardson's dictionary (1885), but it is a bit of a mystery and must be erroneous: all other MLG dictionaries listing a reflex of *qałimatək that I have been able to consult reflect *k. They include the following forms: MRN dimàtikă (Abinal and Malzac 1993) , Bara MLG dimàtiki (Elli 1988) , Antaisaka dimàtiki, Tanala dimàtiky (Beaujard 1998) , Old SBM limateche, and Arabico-Malagasy (based on an ancient form of Taimoro MLG in Arabic script) dimàtiky (Dez 1982) .
Three other alleged instances of the failure to reintroduce original final consonants are *ləpit 'fold' > dìfy 'a fold, seam' (Wolff 2010:460) , *ləmək > lèmy 'supple, tender, weak' (2010:463) , and *pənət 'plugged up' > fèny 'enclosure, hedge ' (2010:463) . The form dìfy is not related to *ləpit. Its meaning in Wolff (2010) is incorrect (Richardson has 'turning aside: a mode of plaiting the hair by dividing it on the forehead and carrying it behind the ears; a border plaited in mats, baskets, hats etc.'). In a footnote, Wolff also gives a second reflex lèfitră for *ləpit, which is, of course, the correct one (one is left wondering how the occurrence of two supposedly regular reflexes for one etymon can be justified). The form lèmy can be dismissed on the grounds that it is not related to *ləmək but is a regular reflex of either PMP *lemaq 'weak' (Dahl 1951:350) or PMP *ləməs 'soft' (Mahdi (1988:313, fn. 212 ). Dempwolff (writing *pənəd with final *d) already linked *pənət with MRN fèny, but Dahl (1951:66) proposed MRN fènitră, which is glossed in Richardson as 'four strips of rush placed at the bottom of a basket, etc., extending from corner to corner, and forming a foundation on which the basket is plaited'. This word is semantically much more in line with *penet than fèny is.
Wolff's example of the reintroduction of a wrong final consonant is *tup, which in reduplicated form (*tup-tup) became the basis of mi-tùtutră 'be covered over' and its undergoer-oriented form tutùf-ană 'be covered'. It shows final -tră instead of expected -kă. Here, Wolff depicts a very frequent development as if it were an irregular one. Dahl (1951:68-69) gave due attention to final *-b and *-p, showing that of all eleven MLG words reflecting a PMP etymon ending in a labial stop that he had been able to find, six ended in -kă and five in -tră; eight of these words still exhibit a labial (-f-< *p) at morpheme boundaries. The eleven forms are as follows:
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(1) a. PMP *-b, *-p > MRN -kă: *dilap 'to lick' > lèlakă (lelàf-ină) *raprap 'to detach' > ràrakă (raràf-ană, raràh-ană) 'to be detached' *ləbləb 'to dive, submerge' > lèlikă (lelèf-ană) 'covered' *qadəp 'in front' > MRN àtrikă (atrèh-ană), SSK àtrekĕ (aŋ-atrèf-a)
8. Obviously, the reference is to consonants in general rather than to stops only. The paragogic vowel in SSK is -ĕ, and the endings in question are consequently (-Ø), -tsĕ, and -kĕ. 9. Wolff spells the etymon involved alternately as *qałimatek (p. 452, p. 469) and *qałimateq (p. 458), which is particularly awkward, as *qałimatek and *qałimateq do feature as separate synonyms in his finderlist, each with its own MLG reflex (compare *qałimatek 'leech' > MLG dimàti(ka) 'leech' vs. *qałimateq 'leech' > MLG dìnta 'leech'). 10. The absence of a gloss after a form indicates that this form has the same meaning as the preceding one.
*raqup 'to collect, bring together' > ràukă (raùf-ină) *sisip 'to insert, stick into something' > sìsikă (sisìh-ană, sisìf-ană) b. PMP *-b, *-p > MRN -tră: *qudip 'to live' > Antaisaka MLG ùritry 'to breed, generate' *səpsəp 'to suck' > sèsitră 'smoke hemp', sesèr-ină 'to be smoked' *tuptup 'to cover' > tùtutră (tutùf-ană) *uŋkab 'to open' > s/ùkatră (s/ukàf-ană) Malay taŋkap 'to seize, grab' > tàkatră (takàr-ină) 'to reach' These changes hardly fit the pattern of an occasional -tră introduced through wrong analysis in an otherwise regular process yielding -kă. Dahl rightly describes them as an attempt by final labial stops to realign with the only two other final stops left.
To be fair to Wolff, I found three more words with historical final labial stops, two of which exhibit -kă, and one -tră. They are:
(2) PAN *Seiup 'to blow'> MRN tsùkă, tsùf-ină (along with tsìukă 'breeze, wind', tsiùf-ină 'where the wind blows') PMP *alap 'to take' > Betsileo MLG àlakă (Dahl 1951:328) MAL raŋkup 'hollow, cavity', mə-raŋkup 'cup hands together; cover, embrace' > MRN ràkutră 'a cover', rakùf-ană 'to be covered' This brings the total number to 14: eight exhibiting -kă, and six -tră.
In a few cases, MLG dialects differ in the final consonant they exhibit. For instance, MRN lèlakă (lelàf-ină) 'to lick' (see above) has a corresponding lèlatră 'to suck' in Old Taimoro (Munthe 1982:92) . Compare also the cognates of PMP *qaləb 'knee' in the following set: MNY ulu alep 'knee' (lit. 'head of knee'), PMLG *luka 'head' + *ale(t,k) > MRN luh/àlikă, Old Taimoro lu/halitri 'knee' (Ferrand 1904:92) Other evidence against Wolff's analysis is that the substitution of a coronal consonant instead of a velar one for *-p also seems to have happened in some MNY etyma. Compare tabit 'doctor, medicine man' 11 reflecting an earlier Malay tabip, (with Arabic ṭabīb as its ultimate source; cf. Wehr 1994) . The other is ngalat (< k/alat) 'to steal', with cognates alat in Bayan (Nanang, Kalamper, and Usman 1988:117) and hàlatră in MRN, which can be traced to PMP *alap 'to take away' and *ka-alap 'taken away'. This raises the possibility that the tendency to substitute a final coronal for *-p had already begun before the migration, casting doubt on the assumption that it was the side-effect of an alleged loss and reintroduction of final consonants in individual MLG dialects after the migration.
Finally, while the reflexes of *-b and *-p are distributed somewhat unpredictably over -kă and -tra, they never appear as -nă or -Ø. This is circumstantial evidence against Wolff's analysis: if -kă were the only regular reflex of *-b and *-p, one would expect also to find -nă and -Ø along with -tră as irregular reflexes due to wrong reanalysis; but this is not the case.
In summary, hardly any of Wolff's examples intended to demonstrate an erroneous reintroduction of final consonants bear scrutiny. There is basically no evidence in favor of his analysis, which must be rejected.
HOW DID OPEN FINAL SYLLABLES ACTUALLY DEVELOP IN MALAGASY?
According to Wolff, open final sylables are typologically general enough to consider their occurrence in MLG as a spontaneous and independent development. However, a detailed account of the changes affecting final consonants from PAN to MRN shows that many of these never led to the development of an open final syllable structure: these are the ones that are also attested in the SEB languages of Central and South Kalimantan (Indonesian Borneo). The few changes that did contribute directly to the development of open final syllables are the monophthongization of diphthongs, and the addition of a paragogic vowel ă to the three historical final consonants that were left in MRN. These changes happened after the migration, in a contact situation involving Sabaki languages, which all have final open syllables.
Premigratory changes may to some extent have paved the way for a final open syllable structure, but they were only incidental to the process, given that they never caused the development of a final open syllable structure in the SEB languages in Kalimantan.
The paragogic vowels that were added tend to differ in the various dialects: MRN has -ă, SSK -ĕ, Bara and Antaisaka -ĭ, and Taimoro has -ă or -ĭ. (See table 2.) In NSK, the paragoge is assimilated to the vowel in the preceding syllable, although original final nasals are often not followed by any vowel. Old Taimoro also had echo vowels (Dahl 1983:67) , although in the Old Taimoro texts this pattern is not always clear and may have been disturbed by the application of paragogic vowel rules pertaining to modern Taimoro. In some SBM lexical sources, paragogic vowels are not added at all. Various dialects do not add any vowel after a final nasal or have lost final nasals. This lack of uniformity shows that paragogic vowels are a very recent development.
The point could be made that the addition of a paragogic vowel in itself already suggests outside contact. Open final syllables are usually created through the attrition of final consonants or the addition of a paragogic vowel (sometimes a combination of both). Final consonant attrition must be a gradual process because it involves a loss of phonological information, which may cause a breakdown in communication. On the other hand, the addition of a paragogic vowel involves no such risk. Its application therefore better suits a language with closed final syllables trying to adapt typologically to languages with an open final syllable structure in a contact situation.
AN ALTERNATIVE ACCOUNT OF THE HISTORY OF WORD-FINAL CONSONANTS IN MALAGASY.
In this section, I outline an alternative analysis of the history of MLG word-final consonants, distinguishing intermediate stages and making use of evidence from MNY, 12 the MLG dialect variety, and early written forms of MLG. With this evidence, it is possible to reach a much more precise and chronologically qualified history of MLG final consonants. Changes are divided into three broad stages: PSEB, PMLG, and MLG. Those that took place at the PSEB stage are also attested in the SEB languages of Kalimantan and are premigratory; these are listed in table 3, and changes are labeled PSEB1, PSEB2, and so on.
As far as PSEB1 is concerned, PAN stress, according to Wolff (2010) , could fall on any of the last three syllables of a word. He does not specify whether it was contrastive. Blust does not reconstruct stress for PAN. He considers stress to have been on the penultimate syllable, or on the last syllable if the penultimate vowel was a schwa. In SEB languages, stress is not contrastive. It plays a minor role in MNY, where it is on the penultimate syllable as a rule. Dahl (1951:88) points out that, historically, MLG stress derives from the same pattern as the one pertaining to MNY. It is consequently possible to reconstruct noncontrastive penultimate stress for PSEB. (See below for a more detailed description of stress developments in MLG).
The following exemplify PSEB2, the merger of PAN *-l, *-ł, *-n as PSEB *-n:
12. For the sake of maintaining an empirical basis that is maximally strong, I should also have included data from other SEB languages. Considerations of space prevent me from doing so within the limited scope of this article. The reader is referred to Dahl (1977) and Mahdi (1988) for comparative analyses of the SEB data. From my own observations based on fieldwork and the analysis of liturgical texts (Adelaar 1995b) , MNY and Samihim are mutually understandable dialects of the same language and are more closely related to MLG than other forms of SEB.
TABLE 3. RELEVANT CHANGES IN PSEB
PSEB1. PAN unpredictable stress > penultimate nondistinctive stress in PSEB PSEB2.
PAN *-l, *-ł, *-n > PSEB *-n PSEB3.
PAN *-R > PSEB *-y (in nonfinal positions, *R > *y, Ø)
The final *-r in loanwords > PSEB *-t PSEB6.
PAN *-b, *p > PSEB *-p; (some PAN *-b and *-p possibly already became *-t) PSEB7.
PAN *-g, *-k > PSEB *-k PSEB8.
PAN *S, *q, *h > PSEB Ø PSEB9.
PAN *s > PSEB *h in all positions (with exceptions: numerals and *sVsVC) (3) PMP *katəl 'itchy' > PSEB *katen > MNY katen 'eroding', MRN hàtină 'scabies' PMP *təbəl 'dense, crowded' (Proto-Philippines [Blust and Trussel in progress]) *təbəl 'constipated'; MAL təbal, JAV təbəl 'thick, dense' ) > PSEB *tewen > MRN tèvină PAN *kaS(ə)pal 'thick, of solid objects' > PSEB *kapan > MNY kapan 'big; numerous'. PAN *bulaɫ 'moon; month' > PSEB *wulan > MNY wulan, MRN vùlană PAN *quzaɫ 'rain' > PSEB *uran > MNY uran, MRN ùrana PAN *Cawiɫ 'year' > PMP *taqun > PSEB *taun > MNY taun, MRN tàună PAN *kan 'to eat'> PSEB *kan > MNY k<um>an, MRN h<ùm>ană, h<ìn>ană PAN *ajan 'name' > PSEB *ŋ/aran > MNY ŋaran, MRN anàrană PAN *daSun 'leaf' > PSEB *rawen > MNY rawen, MRN ràvină Some words lost *-l altogether in MLG. Most likely, these are Malay loanwords that were borrowed at a stage in which inherited *-l had already become *-n in SEB languages. Examples: (4) PMP *cu(ŋ)kil 'to poke' (Dempwolff 1938 ) > tsùki 'pointed' 13 PMP *paŋkal 'root' (Dempwolff 1938 ) > faka (but compare also MAL paŋkal 'root, basis' as a possible source).
Change PSEB3, *-R > *-y, is exemplified below:
(5) PMP *niuR 'coconut; coconut palm' > PSEB *niuy > MNY niui, MRN vua/nìhu (with apparently orthographic h) PMP *saluR 'pond, lake' (Dempwolff 1938 ) > PSEB *haluy 'to pour, moisten' > MNY halui 'pour in!' MRN mi-àlu 'to moisten', alùz-ină 'poured over with gravy, of rice' PMP *dəŋəR 'to hear' > PSEB *reŋey > MNY reŋei, SSK tan/drèŋe 'to obey' (Dahl 1951:82) , Tsimihety naha-rèŋi 'hear' (Dahl 1951:82) Examples of change PSEB4, the merger of *-d, *-j, *-t, *-C as PSEB *-t, are: There are other instances where they differ in reflecting PSEB *y or Ø. They indicate that both languages already had separate histories in premigratory times.
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The mergers of PAN *-d, *-j, *-t, *-r (a loan phoneme) as *-t, *-g and *-k as *-k, and *-b and *-p as *-k or *-t, have clearly taken place in all MLG dialects. MNY exhibits -p, -t, -r, and -k, but a closer look shows that the same mergers as in MLG also apply to at least some MNY words. Most likely, the mergers of *-p, *-r, and *-t as *-t were well on the way in both early MLG and early MNY at the time when MLG speakers sailed to East Africa, but were later stopped (and partly reversed?) in MNY through the influence of Malay loanwords later on, which brought about the reintroduction of -p and -r, among other consonants.
In the following MAL and JAV loanwords, final r became t in MNY (PSEB5):
OJ həlar, JAV əlar 'wing' > Banjar MAL halar, MNY elat, MRN èlatră; MAL pə-latar-an 'unroofed and unrailed verandah or raised platform attached to a Malay house', JAV latar '1. front yard; 2. base, background' > MNY natat ). This is not the default correspondence: MNY maintains final r in many other loanwords originally having this sound. What the above three cases demonstrate is that, at some stage in the history of MNY, final r in loanwords must have merged with final t, but this change halted under the weight of the heavy and continuous MAL influence that followed. MLG, on the other hand, apparently also went through this initial stage, but in this language it persisted, as it escaped the subsequent MAL influence that has shaped modern MNY. As a result, it regularly merged final r in MAL loanwords with *-t to -tră. As this merger applied to both MNY and MLG simultaneously, we conclude that it took place in premigratory times.
Some examples of PSEB6, the merger of *-b and *-p as PSEB *-p, are: 14. According to Mahdi (1988:161) , PAN nonfinal *R regularly became Ø in SEB languages, and where the latter exhibit y instead, this is due to borrowing from other neighboring Barito languages. 15. In MNY (and in the history of MLG), prenasalization also causes the nasalization of a following y if the surrounding vowels are identical; cf. also huyu, muñu 'to order' (< PMP *suRuq 'to order'); ayak, ŋañak 'to invite; to lead' ). 16. Malay butir is a regular reflex of PAN *buCeliR 'wart; cyst; non-purulent'. Note that MNY and MLG also have regularly inherited reflexes, wusi and vutsi (same meanings), respectively.
Two other cases suggest that the merger of final labials and coronals as *-t observed in some MLG roots may occasionally also have occurred in MNY, and that this merger was already going on in premigratory times. However, much more evidence would be needed to establish this as a fact. The cases are as follows:
(9) MAL tabip 'physician, doctor' (ultimately from Arabic ṭabīb) > MNY tabit PMP *alap 'to take away' > MNY k/alat, Bayan alat, MRN hàlatră 'to steal' (see above) 17 Some examples of PSEB7, PAN *-g, *-k > *-k, are: 17. Note, however, that when this verb is suffixed, no -f-(< *-p-) reappears if the suffix is vowelinitial: for example, halàr-ană 'stolen'. 18. Note that PAN/PMP etyma ending in *-g are extremely rare and usually of a doubtful status. 19. No MNY reflex; very doubtful etymology on account of irregular k-and tr. 20. The final glottal stop is not historical. Final glottal stop accretion is a widespread phenomenon in SEB languages (and in other languages in Borneo, including various Malayic ones). 21. Note that PSEB *-au and MNY, MRN -au are not diphthongs but indicate two syllables. 22. Note that t(a)-may have been added to avoid a homonymic clash with afu 'fire' (Dahl 1951:313) . PAN *qasəŋ 'breath' > PSEB *aheŋ > MNY aheŋ 'soul, mind', MRN àină 'breathing, life', SSK ài PMP *ləpas 'free, released' > PSEB *lepah > MNY lepah 'released; not able, lack the power' , MRN man-dèfa 'to release', mi-lèfa 'to flee' PMP *Ratus 'hundred' > PSEB *yatuh > MNY jatuh (j-remains unexplained), MRN zàtu All the above examples exhibit lenition in MNY and loss of *s in MLG. This is the regular reflex of *s in inherited vocabulary in these languages, although there are exceptions (see section 6). In contrast, loanwords tend to maintain *s in both MNY and MLG, although there are loanwords showing loss of *s in either MNY or MLG, or both: (13) MAL sampay 'to hang down; to reach; until, sufficient' > MNY hampe 'to arrive; complete; until; so that', MRN àmpi 'complete, sufficient, enough; towards' (see also section 8). See section 6 for a further examination of *s reflexes.
The changes that took place in PMLG are postmigratory. These are given in table 4, and are labeled PMLG1, PMLG2, and so on. 27 Some examples of PMLG1, PSEB *-p > PMLG *-k or *-t, are: (14) PSEB *lelep 'to dive, submerge' > PMLG *lelet (*lelef-an) 'covered' PSEB *tutup 'to cover' > PMLG *tutut (*tutuf-an) 'to cover' MAL taŋkap 'to seize, grab' > PMLG *takat (*takar-en) 'to reach' PSEB *sesep 'to suck' > PMLG *seset 'to suck, smoke'
23. This is probably a MAL loanword. Dempwolff has PMP *t'uŋay 'river', with reflexes only in Toba Batak, Ngaju, MAL, and MLG (Toba Batak and Ngaju have also borrowed substantially from MAL). 24. This is Wilkinson's definition; however, the term apparently had a wider meaning and referred to any dependent of any ruler (Waruno Mahdi pers. comm.). 25. This set ultimately derives from Sanskrit sakhāy-(and its accusative case form sakhāyam) 'friend, assistant, companion' (Gonda 1973:418) . 26. The MRN form has the nonvolitional prefix *ka-> h-(?). The form must be borrowed on account of the r reflex.
TABLE 4. RELEVANT CHANGES IN PMLG
PMLG1. PSEB *-p > PMLG *-k, *-t (possibly already started before, see above) PMLG2.
PSEB *h > PMLG Ø in all positions PMLG3. PSEB *-u, *-aw, *-uy > PMLG *-u PMLG4.
PSEB *-ey, *-e > PMLG *-e PSEB *lelap 'to lick' > PMLG *lelak (*lelaf-en) PSEB *raprap 'to detach' > PMLG *rarak (*raraf-an, *rarah-an) 'to be detached' PSEB *raqup 'to collect, bring together > PMLG *rauk (*rauf-en) PSEB *sisip 'to insert, stick into something' > PMLG *sisik (*sisih-an, *sisif-an)
Examples of PMLG2, the loss of PSEB *h, include:
(15) PSEB *hire 'they' > PMLG *ire PSEB *aheŋ 'breath' > PMLG *aeŋ PSEB *lepah 'free, released' > PMLG *lefa PSEB *yatuh 'hundred' > PMLG *yatu Some examples of PMLG3, the merger of PSEB *-u, *-aw, and *-uy as PMLG *-u, are: Examples of PMLG4, PSEB *-ey, *-e > PMLG *-e, include:
(17) PMP *pajay 'riceplant' > PSEB *parey > PMLG *pare (meaning shifting towards 'sugarcane') (cf. MNY parei 'rice [plant as well as grain])' PAN *m-aCay 'dead' > PSEB *matey > PMLG *mate (cf. MNY matei) PMP *teytey 'suspension bridge' > PSEB *tetey 'to cross' > PMLG *tete 'to cross', *tetey-an 'bridge' (cf. MNY i-tetäi 'to communicate, convey; about') PSEB *waye 'embers' > PMLG *waye > MRN vài, SSK vàe PAN *duSa 'two' > PSEB *rue > PMLG *rue (cf. MNY ruäh [-h unex- plained])
The changes that have been taking place in different ways in the various MLG dialects are shown in table 5, and are labeled MLG1, MLG2, and so on. The tendency to merge *-m, *-n, and *-ŋ (MLG1), has affected MLG dialects in different ways (see ). SBM still distinguishes -n and -ŋ, and, in Flacourt's (1658) dictionary, also -m. 29 Other dialects distinguish *-n and *-ŋ, but have merged *-m with *-n or *-ŋ. The merger of final nasals was total in MRN, which only has -nă. In southwestern MLG dialects such as SSK, word-final nasals were lost.
Dialects distinguishing *-n and *-ŋ sometimes substitute *-ŋ for *-n. In MRN, *-m sometimes reemerges before a suffix, and so do *-m and *-ŋ in other MLG dialects. (Note that in MRN, *n and *ŋ have also merged as n in intervocalic position, whereas in most other dialects they have not; see below). From the fact that all three final nasals were still extant in Old SBM, we infer that they were also present in Proto-MLG, and that the tendency to merge final nasals is an entirely postmigratory development.
With the change MLG2, final *-t became -trĭ in northern dialects (Tsimihety MLG, NSK), and -tră in MRN; it became -tsĕ or -tsĭ in southwestern dialects (SSK, Bara MLG, Antandroy MLG), and a "mute r" in SBM (Dahl 1951:65; Ruud 1955:35) , although Old SBM has a corresponding -ts or -te). See for examples. The paragogic vowels added to the few consonants left in final position are different in individual dialects (see 2.2 and ).
Change MLG3 concerns stress. As noted by Dahl (1951:88) , in historical hindsight, MLG stress was penultimate, as it still is in MNY and other SEB languages in Kalimantan. In Wolff's (2010:451) words, "stress is predictable in terms of the make-up of the word." Modern MLG dialects have traded the regular and noncontrastive antepenultimate word stress pattern of PSEB for a contrastive one.
MLG stress can be on any of the last three syllables of a word. However, its position is still partly predictable, and it would be entirely so were it not for vowel contraction and the occurrence of loanwords.
Generally, words ending in a paragogic vowel have antepenultimate stress: for example, làlană 'road' (< PSEB *lalan), lànitră 'sky' (< PSEB *laŋit). If they have only two syllables, stress is on the penultimate syllable (such words have usually undergone vowel contraction); examples: ùtră 'to massage' (< PMLG *uut < PMP *quRut); mi-fùnă 'to beg pardon' (< PMLG *fuun 'forgiveness' < PMP *puqun?; cf. Banjar MAL puhun, muhun 'to beg forgiveness'?) (cf. Adelaar 1992:48, fn.90, also p. 109). Other words have penultimate stress unless they are monosyllabic; for example, dìmi 'five' (< PAN *lima 'hand; five'); vùlu 'hair' (< PMP *bulu 'body hair; feather, fur'); fànă 'heat' (< PMP *panas); fù 'heart' (< PSEB *puhu < PMP *pusuq).
Loanwords sometimes break the pattern outlined above and have added to the unpredictability of stress placement and the contrastiveness of stress. Examples of contrastive stress are làlană 'road' (< PAN *zalał) vs. lalànă 'law' (< ? French la loi 'the law'); 30 29. Dahl's (1937:200) claim that *-m is also still extant in Houtman's East MLG wordlist is not substantiated by the data: while this source does contain one word with final -m (mynom 'to drink' < PAN *inum), other words with historical *-m reflect this as -n; for example, wellon 'to live' (< *belum), ennin 'six' (< *ənəm), and hallin 'night' (< *qaləm). Flacourt (1658) , on the other hand, has Old SBM velome 'lively', enem 'six', and halem 'night'; curiously enough, this source also has minon 'to drink'. Houtman's mynom must be a MAL word that inadvertently ended up in Houtman's MLG list (on account of its initial m, which also appears in MAL minum but not in MRN ìnună or related forms in other MLG dialects). 30. The form lalànă is generally considered to reflect French la loi (cf. Richardson 1885). Dahl (1951:91) , however, believes that it is derived from làla, cf. maha-làla 'to know'.
tànană 'hand' (< MAL taŋan) vs. tanànă 'village' (< MAL tanah + *-an, cf. Dahl 1951); kibày 'stick' (< ?); dité 'tea' (< French du thé). Suffixation causes stress to shift to the right; for example, mi-vèluna 'to live' vs. velùm-ină (undergoer voice form). No stress shift happens in modern MLG if a root with historically contracted vowels is suffixed; for example, mi-fùnă 'to beg pardon' (< PMLG *mi-fùun) vs. i-fùn-ană 'to be begged pardon of' (circumstantial voice form) (< PMLG *i-fuùn-an). The net effect of all this is that, in derivations involving suffixation, stress is always on the syllable directly preceding the suffix (even if the latter is disyllabic).
Examples of MLG4 are:
(18) PMP *siwa 'nine' > PSEB *siwe > MNY suei, PMLG *siwe > MRN sìvi, SSK sìve, SBM *sìve PMLG *rue 'two' > MRN rùa (with unexplained -a), SBM rùe, SSK rùe PAN *pija 'how much/many?' > PSEB *pire , MNY pirä > PMLG *pire > MRN fìri, SBM fìre, SSK fìre PSEB *waye 'live coal' > PMLG *waye > MRN vài, SSK vàe PMLG *tete 'to cross', *tetey-an 'bridge' > MRN tèti, SSK tète 'to cross', MRN tetèz-ană, SSK tatèz-a 'bridge' PSEB *parey 'riceplant' > PMLG *pare (meaning shifting towards 'sugarcane') > MRN fàri, SSK fàre 'sugarcane' PSEB *matey 'dead' > PMLG *mate > MRN màti, SSK màte PMP *qabis 'all' > PSEB *a(bw)ih 'each; all' > PMLG *awi > MRN àvi, SBM àbe, SSK àbi, i/àbi PSEB *kali 'to dig' > MNY kadi, PMLG *hali, *hadi 'pit, hole, ditch' > MRN hàdi, mi-hàdi 'to dig', SSK hàli 'pit, hole', SBM aŋgàde 'digging stick'
The changes that took place in MRN in particular are shown in Note, incidentally, that nonfinal PAN *y was lost in PSEB, and that PSEB and PMLG *y-and *-y-do not reflect PAN/PMP *y. Dempwolff (1937 Dempwolff ( , 1938 and Wolff (2010) analyze this differently, but my analysis agrees with Mahdi (1988:150) , who also pointed out that MNY ka-kau 'tree' is the inherited reflex of PAN *kaSiw, whereas MNY kayu and MLG hàzu were borrowed from Malay.
Note also that PMLG *y is still reflected as y in the Old Taimoro writings in Sorabe script and in part of the vocabulary of SBM.
The following exemplify the change MRN4, *-e > -i: Taimoro MLG fee, 34 SSK elakela-pè (lit., 'between-legs') 'crotch'
THE SPIRANTIZATION OF STOPS AND FRICATIVIZATION OF SEMIVOWELS.
In Wolff's analysis, the spirantization of stops and fricativization of semivowels in MLG was not due to contact. He points out that "the change from *b and *d to v and r must have taken place before the migration west" (2010:455), and argues that other instances of spirantization and fricativization in MLG are very different from 31. Compare also the undergoer forms MRN velùm-ină, SSK velùm-e. 32. Compare also MRN h-enèm-ană 'the sixth day' (Dahl 1951:282) . 33. For example,. *si *anak '(the) child' > PSEB *hi anak > PMLG *y-anak > MRN z/ànaka. 34. Ferrand (1904) transliterates this word as fe, but its original spelling clearly indicates that it had a double vowel. This conclusion is based on the fact that in the Sorabe (Arabic) text presented in Ferrand (1904) , vowels are always indicated with diacritics, never with the full letters waw (w) and iod (y). The latter are as a rule only used for (i) semivowels and (ii) phonemic glides. In the only words in which it indicates a vowel, historical evidence clearly shows that this vowel must have been long or geminated; compare fuu 'heart' < PMLG *fuu < PSEB *puhu; fee 'hip, hind leg' < PMLG *fee < PSEB *pee. similar looking instances of spirantization and fricativization in Comorian languages, and should therefore be treated as unrelated events. In this analysis, the change from *k to h would be the only instance of spirantization shared between Comorian and MLG (cf. Nurse and Hinnebusch 1993:71-73) , and should therefore be attributed to chance. Wolff's view on these developments is clearly limited by the fact that he only considers sound correspondences directly between PAN and MLG, without paying attention to what happened in intermediate stages. That the weakening of PAN *b and *d is a PSEB development and therefore happened before the migration is something we have known since Dahl (1951) . It is also made clear in Dahl (1977) , Hudson (1967) , and Mahdi (1988) . However, it involved a change from *b to *w, not one from *b to v, as the fricativization of semivowels only happened after the migration. In more general terms, the spirantization of stops other than *b and *d, as well as the fricativization of semivowels, are processes that took place after the migration, and they did so in a contact situation involving both MLG and Comorian languages. 35 Furthermore, contrary to Wolff's argumentation, there are actually many instances of spirantization and fricativization common to MLG and Comorian.
Insofar as a k has not become h, it palatalizes to varying extents in both MLG Nurse and Hinnebusch (1993:63-67) , this must have happened via an intermediate stage in which *p became *ϕ. As such, this development is comparable to the one from PAN *p to MLG f, which must also have gone via an intermediate *ϕ stage. Compare, for instance, North Betsimisaraka, which still has a reflex ϕ for PAN *p (Kikusawa 2006:8) .
In Comorian languages, Proto-Sabaki *c became ts (Nurse and Hinnebusch 1993:82-88) ; in MLG, c in MAL loanwords became ts or s; for example, MAL bicara 'deliberation; legal proceeding, court case' > mi-tsàra 'to judge'; MAL cupiŋ 'ear-lobe' > sùfină 'outer ear' (PMP *c is not reflected in inherited MLG vocabulary).
In Comorian, *g became Ø, sometimes h, and obviously via a stage in which *g became *h (Nurse and Hinnebusch 1993:104-8) . In MLG, MAL g usually became h and is often not pronounced at all.
In Comorian, Proto-Sabaki *j (a palatal stop) became Shingazidja and Shimwali ǰ, Shindzuani, Shimaore ž (Nurse and Hinnebusch 1993:108-12) . In most MLG dialects, the Proto-MLG semivowel and loan phoneme *y became z. However, this change never fully took place in the SBM dialect (nor in the southern Tandroy dialect, or in the eastern Old Taimoro dialect as represented in the Sorabe script). It therefore seems to be a rather recent change, which is not representative of PMLG.
THE ORIGINS OF THE RETROFLEX AFFRICATE tr.
The developments leading to MLG tr are more complicated. This is a retroflex affricate, which also 35 . This recent spirantization in Comorian languages is not to be confused with the so-called Bantu Spirantization process, a much earlier change that affected many Bantu languages, including all Sabaki ones. Its manifestations are very different from the spirantization under discussion (cf. Nurse and Hinnebusch 1993:113-33 'vigor, dynamism, promptness' Wolff (2010:456) is skeptical about Bantu influence on the development of MLG tr and notes that neither Dahl (1951) nor Adelaar (2009a) cite any facts to explain why Bantu should be responsible for the development of tr < MAL d.
I would like to speculate that the change from MAL d to tr happened in two stages, one of which preceded the migration, and the other followed it. It should be recalled that PSEB was left without *d after PAN *d had become *r and *-t in this protolanguage. It should also be noted that, in MAL and many other Austronesian languages, d and n are alveolar, whereas t is interdental.
In a premigratory stage, the d in MAL loanwords may have been perceived as a retroflex and borrowed as such in early MLG; a similar phenomenon is observed in Malay and Dutch words borrowed into Javanese, which also have a retroflex ḍ for the alveolar d in their respective source languages (Adelaar 1995a) . The retroflex ḍ in some JAV words borrowed into MLG is also rendered as tr; for example, JAV saḍaŋ 'the dwarf fan palm (Livistonia rotifundifolia Mart.)' > MRN sàtrană 'fan palm'. 37 Circumstantial evidence for a retroflex interpretation of d in early MLG may be that the Sorabe or Onjatsy script, which is the MLG adaptation of the Arabic script, uses the same graphemes for d and t as the Pégon script (the JAV adaptation of the Arabic script) does for retroflex ḍ and ṭ, respectively (Adelaar 1995a) . 38 The affricatization of *ḍ to tr must have happened in East Africa in a postmigratory stage. It may be due to Comorian influence, since Comorian languages also have a tr. However, in the latter it is also a recent development. It is not shared with Kiswahili and clearly took place after the Proto-Sabaki split-up. According to Nurse and Hinnebusch (1993:70) , Comorian tr may represent a change in progress from Proto-Sabaki *t to r, which seems to be manifested in different stages by various Sabaki subgroups. But it could also be due to influence from Makhuwa. This is a non-Sabaki language also exhibiting tr (van de Velde 2009). It must have had some influence on MLG, as it was the mother tongue of many imported slaves in Madagascar as well as a lingua franca to 36. Cf. Wilkinson (1959) bidek, bedek 'to close one eye, e.g., when aiming a gun or looking through a telescope'. 37. Laurie Reid alerted me to another instance of the tendency of *d to become a retroflex with fricative realization. In Manobo, intervocalic d (< PAN *d) is written as z in Elkins (1968) but is pronounced as a voiced retroflex fricative. Philippine languages fit into the general Austronesian pattern of having an interdental t and alveolar d; on the other hand, s is a retroflex. As Reid (pers. comm.) points out, the tendency of d to become a retroflex fricative may be motivated by an urge to match s as its voiceless counterpart. 38. However, the evidence is rather indirect and needs further contextualization, as tr itself is rendered by a geminated r sign in Sorabe.
slaves with other linguistic backgrounds who ended up on this island. It may have had influence on some phonological developments in MLG (and Comorian?), such as the development of tr. 39 Be that as it may, in MLG the affricatization of this phoneme is most likely due to recent influence from a Bantu language.
THE REDUCTION OF HOMORGANIC NASAL + VOICELESS STOP CLUSTERS.
Wolff's skepticism is also based on another change that he cannot explain through Bantu influence, the reduction of *-ŋk-clusters to k in MAL loanwords. Although Wolff does not make this explicit, this reduction is not limited to *-ŋk-, but also concerns some *-ŋg-clusters in MAL loanwords; for example, MAL tuŋgal 'one, single, only' > MNY toŋkan (inherited, or early adaptation?), toŋgal, MRN tùkană; MAL taŋguŋ 'to carry on the shoulders' > MNY taŋgoŋ 'to carry', MRN tàkună 'to carry (of many)'). It also happened in Comorian but, as Wolff notes, only in Shimaore, the dialect of Mayotte Island, where it is moreover part of a more general cluster reduction also involving *-mp-and *-nt. 40 In Wolff's assessment, "although it remains a mystery why MLG has borrowed ML [= MAL] forms containing /ŋk/ with /k/, it is not likely that the development in the [Shimaore] dialect or any of the other Sabaki languages had a hand in it if the other clusters were not simplified as well" (Wolff 2010:455 This reduction is also reflected in traditional texts written in the Sorabe script (Ferrand 1904; Dahl 1983:7) ; for example, maìnty 'black' (Ferrand 1904:86) , untsinàva 'servant' (Ferrand 1904:93, 97) , and falan'tàŋa 'palm of hand' 41 (Ferrand 1904:89) , which in Sorabe are spelled mayti, utsinawa, and falataŋa, respectively. These texts also represent a southeastern MLG dialect, as they are written in Old Taimoro MLG.
In this context, it is also worth noting that Mayotte is closer to Madagascar than the other three main islands in the Comoros, not only in geographical terms but also in terms of contacts throughout its history (Allibert 1984, ch. 5) . Possibly one-third of the population in 39. Gueunier (2003) points out that while Makhuwa had lexical influence in some regional varieties of MLG, it left hardly any trace on the standard language. This is not unexpected considering its sociolinguistic status. However, it does not exclude a possible Makhuwa influence on the phonology of MLG, including its standard variety. 40. One should also add *-nc-clusters to this series (see Nurse and Hinnebusch 1993:159-62 ). 41. Most likely < * fala-n-taŋa (with a genitive marker -n-). and there is no way a supposed tsuruf-akă can be explained as a reflex of *sudup-an, as Wolff does. Richardson only gives tsurùfukă, which he analyzes as an original *tsufukă with infix *-ur-. Whatever the proposed analysis, the historical relation between *sudup and tsuruf-akă or tsurùfukă is spurious. As to vua-tsùlu, prefixation of vua-never involves strengthening or the insertion of *n at the morpheme boundary between this prefix and the following root: this is clear in examples like vua-suràtr-o 'to be written' (Malzac 1960:54) , vua-valì-ko 'answered by me', vua-lazà-ku 'said by me' (Malzac 1960:58) . In SSK, vùa-never became attached to the following root. 42 One etymology has no power of argument because it neither verifies nor falsifies the existence of initial *s. PAN *iseŋit 'stinger' yielded fanènitră 'wasp', an original derivation that became lexicalized in modern MLG. According to Wolff, the first n is evidence for a historical *s that was lost in the process of prefixing *faN-(< PAN *paN-) to *sèni-tră; however, the derivation may just as well reflect an earlier *paN-+ *ènitră, as the outcome yields fanènitră in both cases.
An eighth etymology is PAN *ceŋ 'stopped up' > MRN èsină 'breathe hard'. The latter acquired a prothetic e-. Intervocalic *s was usually lost, but Wolff (2010:464, fn. 31) argues that in MLG, the change from intervocalic *s to Ø had already ceased to be productive when *ceŋ acquired this e-. The implied rule order is ad hoc and made to fit a rather contrived etymology in which an intervocalic s was historically supposedly word-initial.
The last etymology Wolff adduces as evidence is *sapuh > sàfu 'pass over lightly'. This is a straightforward derivation, except for the fact that there is no way of telling whether sàfu is inherited or borrowed. It might just as well reflect MAL sapu.
Finally, there is a tenth case allegedly exhibiting initial s-for *s-, although Wolff does not treat it together with the other etymologies as reflexes of PAN or PMP *s: *simpaŋ 'veering off' > sàmpană 'branch (of road, river), embankment' (Wolff 2010:459) . Wolff considers the irregular a in this form as the result of contamination with fàmpană 'precipice'. A relation between sàmpană and *simpaŋ through inheritance is suspect at best. Borrowing from Ngaju 43 may be involved (compare Ngaju simpaŋ 'veer' and sampaŋ 'sprouting branches of a tree').
Weighing all this up, if we accept Dahl's conclusion that PAN (initial and intervocalic) *s was lost except in numerals and words with a *sVsVC structure, none of Wolff's MLG examples appear to provide serious counterevidence: nènină and tsurùf-akă/tsurùfukă do not reflect their supposed protoforms, fanènitră has no power of argument, vua-tsùlu does not reflect *s, and sùsună, tsèntsină, and sìvi belong to categories of acknowledged exceptions. The two remaining examples cannot be discarded offhand, but the derivation of èsină from *ceN is contrived at best, and sàfu could just as well be a Malay loanword.
Note, incidentally, that in one case, the change from *s to h also appears to have happened in a word with an original *sVsVC structure: PMP *səpsəp 'to suck' became MNY hehep (but it did retain *s in MRN sèsitră 'to smoke hemp'; see 2.3). Although the 42 . In SSK, vùa indicates that the act expressed by the following verb was 'successful' or 'perfect, well-done', as in vùa zày vulaŋenàu zày (perfect REL say-2SG.GEN REL) 'what you say is true' (Dahl 1951:214-15 ). 43. An important language spoken in various dialects along the western reaches of the Barito River in Central Kalimantan (Indonesian Borneo). The West Barito languages have exercised influence on the SEB languages (including, so it seems, on MLG), but the extent of this influence remains to be investigated. weakening of *s is a feature of both MNY and MLG, an example like this shows that this change was operating in each of these languages separately, and not (or not only) in the language immediately ancestral to both.
CONTACT-INDUCED CHANGE
7.1 THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT. Prehistoric contacts between Africa and Southeast Asia are ancient and complex, and it will be helpful to give a short overview of some recent discoveries that are pertinent to the settlement history of Madagascar. An important realization is that the first contacts between Africa and Southeast Asia are much older than this settlement history. The transfer of edible plants, diseases, and various technologies can be dated back to perhaps three centuries BP; on the other hand, the migrations of SEB speakers probably took place as late as the seventh century AD, and their actual settlement of Madagascar seems to have happened about a century later. The Malagasy migrations from Southeast Asia and the settlement of Madagascar are thus no more than a late moment in the long history of contacts between Africa and Southeast Asia. As argued elsewhere (Adelaar 1989 (Adelaar , 1995a and supported by Wolff (2010) , it is also likely that SEB speakers had a subordinate role in their own migrations (as ships' crew?), and that Malays (and possibly Javanese) were in control of the navigation routes to East Africa. Indications of this are the hegemonic role of Malays in insular Southeast Asia and their distinct maritime skills during most of the first millennium AD in correlation with the absence of a maritime orientation of SEB speakers in Borneo and, to a lesser extent, in Madagascar. It is also reflected in the large number of MAL loanwords in MLG, many of which belong to the domain of maritime life and shipping technology.
Another important point to make is that the present integration and evaluation of multidisciplinary research results has led to a growing awareness that Madagascar must have been settled by SEB speakers from the African mainland, rather than directly from Southeast Asia. This is an old idea first launched by the French historian Hubert Deschamps (1960) , but it has obtained new momentum since the recent findings of Hurles et al. (2005) and other human geneticists. Two important insights obtained from this research are that, in terms of Austronesian ancestry, the data confirm an origin from Borneo rather than from any other part of the Austronesian world, and that the Malagasy population carries both Austronesian as well as Bantu genes, which were passed on via both the Y-chromosome and mitochondrial DNA line. This suggests that the early SEB migrants had women among them, and that the first settlers in Madagascar already constituted a mixed Austronesian-Bantu population. These insights are in line with archaeological research in the last two decades. They are also in line with the linguistic record. On the one hand, they provide an explanation for the linguistic homogeneity of Madagascar, which basically has one native language, the dialects of which are not very divergent and in general mutually understandable. On the other hand, they also explain the fact that in MLG, Bantu terms for basic domestic plants and animals are more prominent and have kept their meanings much more faithfully than SEB ones. The latter have often lost their original meaning or are used in limited contexts (Blench 2008 (Blench , 2010 ). Finally, they provide a partial explanation of the problem of the Malagasy lack of collective memory of a Southeast Asian homeland. Pro-vided their collective memory is preoccupied with such issues at all, it is bound to be with a homeland where they stayed immediately before they moved to Madagascar, not one in a more distant past. 44 For some critical notes on the theory of an "anteroom" period on the African mainland, see Beaujard (2011) .
Finally, while this scenario leaves little room for the possibility of an earlier Bantu population in Madagascar, recent palaeozoogeographical research indicates that Madagascar was already inhabited by humans before the arrival of the mixed AustronesianBantu population mentioned above. Blench gives an overview of the evidence, which consists of "human-modified bones of extinct animals, the appearance of pollen of the introduced Cannabis humulus, sudden increases in microscopic carbon particles above background values," "increases in ruderal pollen," the extinction of large animals most probably due to habitat destruction (fires) by humans, and the dramatic decrease of endemic animals correlating with a significant increase in rats and mice (Blench 2007) . The notion of a previous population is also present in oral literature in Madagascar. Burney et al. (2004:25) have carbon-dated the earliest human presence at ca. 2300 BP. Blench concludes from this date that the inhabitants in question cannot have been Bantu speakers, as the latter had not yet arrived in coastal East Africa at that time. He offers some hypotheses as to who these early inhabitants might have been, but it is fair to say that their ethnic affiliations are impossible to determine on the basis of our current knowledge.
AFRICAN LANGUAGES THAT MAY HAVE BEEN IN CONTACT WITH MALAGASY.
Coastal East Africa is linguistically rather variegated, and there have been many migrations and acculturation processes in the last two millennia in this part of the world. In the present discussion, it is therefore necessary to make an inventory of the various African influences that may have affected post-migratory MLG. African languages that may have left their mark on MLG can be categorized as follows. Dahl (1954) made a distinction between (recent) Sabaki vocabulary and some older (lexical and grammatical) elements, some of which do not appear in modern Sabaki languages. For instance, MLG words like ùndri 'sheep' and akùndru 'banana' are obviously Bantu but cannot be traced to Kiswahili or any of the Comorian languages. This induced Dahl to introduce his theory of a Bantu substratum that, in his view, represented an ancient form of Comorian. He ascribed the fact that modern Comorian languages do not exhibit all the manifestations of it to recent loss. Simon (1988) also distinguishes two strands of Bantu influence, an older, non-Sabaki strand, and a more recent Kiswahili one. However, Nurse (1988) has doubts about the non-Sabaki nature of Simon's older Bantu evidence. Nevertheless, at the present stage of our knowledge, we should not exclude any possibility, until we have a much deeper insight into the nature of Bantu influence in general.
Early Bantu.

Comorian languages.
These constitute a clear category. Along with the phonological developments that MLG and the Comorian languages have in common, MLG and Comorian have exercised a lexical influence on one another that is clearly identifiable, at least in some cases. As already indicated above, the relationship may not only involve 44 . A point also made by Pierre Simon (1988:323-24) , although he favors the Comoros as a possible homeland.
mutual borrowing: theoretically, it is possible that MLG and Comorian languages owe some of their common features to influence from a yet unknown third language.
Kiswahili.
Kiswahili has been the main lingua franca and trade language in coastal East Africa for many centuries. It was also a hegemonic language and court language in the Comoros in the past, and the main vehicle for the spread of Islam. This is all clearly reflected in standard MLG, which owes many cultural terms to Kiswahili and obtained much of its Arabic vocabulary through this language (Adelaar 2009b) . While clearly present in all varieties of Malagasy, 45 it is even more prominently so in the dialects of Northwest Madagascar.
Makhuwa.
As discussed above, in the past this used to be the first language of many slaves and a lingua franca among slaves in general in Madagascar. While apparently not an important source of lexical borrowing in standard MLG, its possible influence on MLG varieties in general remains a worthwhile object of study.
Cushitic languages.
There still are Cushitic languages in East Africa. Before the advent of Bantu languages in this part of the world (ca. second century AD), Cushitic languages were most likely more prominent (and possibly more numerous) than they are today. They may have had a role in the historical development of MLG. At this point there is little to say about this possibility, as it has never been investigated, and given the likelihood that possible donor languages might have been wiped out. However, in theory, Cushitic influence on MLG cannot be ruled out.
A non-Bantu pre-Austronesian language in Madagascar.
If there had been a pre-Austronesian population in Madagascar (see 7.1), their language(s) would probably have left some traces in Malagasy. These traces would be anything from a few lexical elements to a substratum. As discussed earlier, we can only guess at the genetic affiliation of such a hypothetical language, and we can say even less about the nature of its influence than we can in the case of Cushitic. Nevertheless, in both this case and the case of Cushitic, we cannot permit ourselves to lose sight of the possibility such influence existed. MLG and Comorian languages have many phonological features in common, but some of these are not typically Sabaki, such as the development of tr, the fricativization of stops, and the spirantization of semivowels. It would be careless to explain these and other non-Austronesian features in MLG right away as due to Comorian influence, because they can theoretically have originated in one of the following ways:
• Comorian influence on MLG.
• A spontaneous development in MLG, which was subsequently borrowed into Comorian.
• A spontaneous development that took place independently in both MLG and Comorian.
• Influence from a lost language that was spoken previously in Madagascar and/or the Comoros and left its traces in the present-day languages in the region.
Summary.
Outlining six possible sources of African influence is an easy task in comparison to establishing which of them was the exact source of any given borrowed element. They lack categorial specificity and give the impression of overlap. For 45. Note, however , that the Arabic loanwords in Taimoro MLG (southeastern Madagascar) are also due to a Malay influence that predates the influence of Kiswahili (Adelaar 2009 Wolff is right in contesting the notion of a Bantu substratum in the sense of influence from a previous language spoken by ancestors of present-day mother tongue speakers of MLG before they shifted to MLG. Dahl's notion of a substratum flowed from his belief that Madagascar had an early population speaking a Bantu language, and more specifically an early form of Comorian, before the arrival of speakers of PMLG. As discussed above, recent research has made it reasonably certain that there were no Bantu speakers in Madagascar before the arrival of Austronesians.
It also makes sense-all things being equal-to dismiss the substantial number of Bantu loanwords in MLG as indicative of a substratum, even if some of these loanwords have penetrated the language's core vocabulary.
However, the rejection of a Bantu substratum should not lead to a denial of the substantial impact that Bantu languages had on MLG in general. According to Wolff (2010:454-455 ), Dahl's evidence for extensive Bantu influence is threefold and consists of (i) the adoption of loanwords, some of which belong to basic vocabulary, (ii) the development of open syllables, and (iii) the development of continuants from stops. For some reason, Wolff fails to mention that Dahl's evidence also includes a fourth category, Bantu influence on MLG morphology (Dahl 1988:120-25) . This is not an easy one to overlook, as it includes, in Dahl's account, the development of a tense system and the adoption of an inanimate noun prefix ki-(see below for a detailed account). Wolff (2010:449-50) argues that "Austronesian settlement may well have begun in East Africa or on the Comoros, but there is no evidence for it. The extent of Bantu influence on MLG vocabulary indicates intimate contact, but does not necessarily imply Malagasy settlement in Bantu areas. This influence could be explained by slavery and intermarriage (or both), as well. Africans who came to Madagascar over the years mainly integrated and intermarried with Austronesians." This is a reflection on ideas about Austronesian settlement presented in Adelaar (2009a) . However, the latter is not a detailed treatment of the matter but basically a summary of recent findings and their interpretations, while providing references to more detailed literature. Wolff disagrees with some of these interpretations, but has not taken note of the references in question in order to appreciate the context in which they are proposed. His own conclusions are impressionistic and rather independent from ongoing multidisciplinary discussions on the issue. "The number and character of loanwords from Bantu present a scenario of close contact, and this jibes with the genetic make-up of the [Malagasy] population, which evinces a combination of Asian and Bantu features. The picture is one of a Bantu population that lived in [Malagasy] communities and integrated into them. It is totally possible and in fact likely that Bantu-speaking care-givers raised children in some of the [Malagasy] communities. Bantu speakers were numerous and influential enough to have supplied an important amount and quality of vocabulary and to have influenced [MLG] phonology in ways described above" (Wolff 2010:456) . The idea that caregivers of children may have been responsible for the changes in MLG is a bit of a cliché that does not bring us any closer to understanding MLG linguistic history. While the role of nannies may have had its value in understanding creolization processes in European colonial settings, it has hardly any explanatory force with regard to the settlement of Madagascar, which took place under very different cultural conditions.
There were of course, many slaves brought to Madagascar. And there are, of course, certain areas, such the west coast of Madagascar, where their presence was more prominent than in others and where they have left more abundant phenotypical and cultural traces. Important as they may be, these factors belong to a more recent part of the island's history. They do not account for more imperative factors applying to the population of Madagascar as a whole, such as the common gene pool of the Malagasy, the archaeological record, and the comparative linguistic evidence pointed out in 7.1.
INVENTORY OF CONTACT-INDUCED INFLUENCE FROM BANTU LANGUAGES IN MALAGASY.
It is hard to avoid the impression that Bantu languages must have had a thorough and pervasive effect on the development of MLG, given the various manifestations of their influence on its grammar, lexicon, and phonology. These manifestations include the following ones:
(i-iii) The development of final open syllables, the spirantization and affricativization of stops and semivowels, and cluster reduction, which were discussed above. These phenomena should at least be partly attributed to Bantu influence.
(iv) The existence of many loanwords, including basic vocabulary items, such as màsu 'eye' < Kiswahili macho, Shindzuani, Shingazidja matso 'eyes', and akuhu 'chicken' < Kiswahili khuku, Shindzuani, Shingazidja ŋ-kuhu, Shimaore akuhu (Dahl 1988) .
(v) Influence on the verb system, which resulted, among other things, in the development of a full-fledged tense system (Dahl 1988) . Future tense is formed with the substitution of initial h-for m-in prefixes beginning with m-, the prefixation of h-to verb forms with an initial vowel, and with the particle hu preceding verb forms with an initial consonant. Past tense is formed with the substitution of initial n-for m-in prefixes beginning and the addition of paragogic vowels), although the effect of lexical borrowing may also have played a role. 51 Although this change in overall stress pattern has brought about a radical change in MLG prosody, it is only indirectly due to contact with Sabaki languages.
PROBLEMATIC ETYMOLOGIES.
Among the many etymologies presented by Wolff in support of his analysis, a substantial number have to be rejected. Other etymologies are inaccurate because of a lax application of the regular sound correspondence rules, or a failure to distinguish between inherited and borrowed vocabulary. I have already discussed some of these in the previous pages. Other ones follow below.
(30) PAN *pukuh > bòko 'pompon'.
According to Wolff (2010:462) None of the consonants in mùndru corresponds regularly to those in *pudul (*p > f; *d > r, and the addition of a nasal in -ndr-is unusual; *-l > -nă). (32) PMP *biŋkuk 'crooked' > bìŋgu 'bow-legged'.
None of the consonant correspondences is regular: as a rule, *b-> v, *-ŋk-> k, *-k > -ka. (33) PMP *pisaw > mìsu 'knife'. Wolff (2010:452) notes that mìsu is "not inherited from PMP," which begs the question of where it comes from, and why it is presented as a reflex of *pisaw. As a reflex of the latter, both consonants are problematic (PMP *p-> f-, *-s-> Ø); moreover, the vowels are unstable, considering the presence of the variant forms mèsu and mèsa. The word also closely resembles SSK kìsu, which must be borrowed from Kiswahili (compare Kiswahili kì-su 'knife'). According to Beaujard (2011:175) , it is a Dutch loanword (compare Dutch mes), which is not impossible since the Dutch had a presence in Madagascar in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. However, a more likely origin is the plural form misu of msu, an archaic Kiswahili term for 'knife'; cf. also modern Kiswahili msu/meno 'saw', which historically consists of msu-'knife' + meno 'teeth' (Martin Walsh, pers. comm.).
50. Compare the following Shindzuani disyllables: nyumbà 'house', dàgo 'house', gìdzo 'market'. In Shindzuani, the issue is complicated further by the unpredictability of stress shift in suffixed words: compare penultimate stress in dagò-ni 'in the house' to last syllable stress in gidzo-nì 'in the market' (Philippson 1993:253-54) . This is not the case in MLG, which agrees with MNY and many other Austronesian languages in shifting stress regularly to the following syllable through suffixation, except if the root is monosyllabic (in which case no shift occurs). Note also that distinctive stress is not typical for all Sabaki languages: it does not apply to Kiswahili, which has regular penultimate word stress. 51. However, I would speculate that, insofar as lexical borrowing may have put a strain on the original SEB stress pattern of MLG, this would more likely be the result of Arabic and European loanwords than of Sabaki ones.
CONCLUDING REMARKS.
In the previous pages, I have demonstrated the overwhelming importance of Bantu influence in MLG, an influence that should be acknowledged and accounted for in all future research regarding MLG linguistic history. Wolff's approach to Bantu influence is a clear case of throwing out the baby with the bath water. While opposing with some justification Dahl's concept of a Bantu substratum, Wolff downplays Bantu influence in general, only recognizing it in the MLG lexicon. However, a more detailed and step-by-step analysis of the developments that led to the MLG phonological system as it appears to us today shows the undeniable impact of Bantu on postmigratory MLG.
It generally makes sense to view the changes that MLG has undergone in terms of a common contact period involving MLG and Bantu languages, rather than the result of a one-way influence of Bantu languages on MLG. MLG also had some impact on Comorian languages and Kiswahili, in the form of lexical borrowing, but possibly also in the form of grammatical influence. 55 Furthermore, some of the commonalities shared between MLG and the Comorian languages are innovative in both, which opens the possibility of a third, 
APPENDIX. DATA SOURCES
MLG stands for the Malagasy language in general unless it is specified by a preceding dialect name. Note that Betsimisaraka and Sakalava are originally ethnic and geopolitical entities, not linguistic labels. There are North and South Betsimisaraka dialects, and there are also North and South Sakalava dialects. In both instances, the northern and southern dialects appear to be less akin to one another than to other nearby dialects. Note furthermore Tandroy MLG Rajaonarimanana and Fee (1996) that in the literature, the labels "Betsimisaraka" and "Sakalava" usually refer to SBM and SSK, respectively. Old SBM data and data in Houtman (1603) are in their original spelling. Other MLG data are also in their original orthography except for the following changes: o is replaced by u, paragogic vowels are marked with a breve (ă, ĕ, etc.), velar nasals are rendered as ŋ, and stress is indicated. In Old Taimoro MLG, stress is not indicated, and the Arabic letter waw is transcribed as a w, as it is more accurate than Ferrand's v. PAN and PMP etyma are in Blust's orthography (Blust and Trussel in progress) , with the proviso that if they contain *e, this letter is rendered as *ə, as it stands for a schwa.
